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Hussain Muttar, b. in Baghdad 1998, graduated as a civil engineer from the
Baghdad University in 2021. He currently works as a freelance writer and
translator. Since 2017 he follows his passion to city landscape photography
and storytelling. His photographs capture the urban development of the city of
Baghdad in the last 100 years, investigate the architect‘s contribution in the
past, both international and Iraqi architects, and question the current urban
planning of the city. His writings take readers on an imaginary journey. His
short novels are both fantastic and based on Iraqi natural history.

Contact

hussainmuttar@gmail.com

+964 774 420 8920

Instagram: hussain_a_muttar
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DAR DUR
Found object
2022

DAR DUR is addressing the basic human right of education. 
The two words Dar Dur are used to teach children spelling 
and reading in the first grade of elementary school. Hussain 
Muttar presented a school board prepared to take any 
lesson with the remark by the teacher how many of the 
pupils are missing: 3 Million.

3 Million is a symbolic number representing school-aged 
Iraqi children out of school. According to UNICEF the 
number is close to 3,2 million. According to the Ministry of 
Education the exact number cannot be confirmed as Iraq 
does not have conducted a census yet.

5. BAGHDAD WALK, Al Rasheed Street, 2022
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1000 STORIES AND A STORY - VOL. 2
Poster
2022

"1000 STORIES AND A STORY" is a photo series by 
Hussain Muttar comparing architectural cityscape 
and sights in Baghdad as a contrasting juxtaposition 
of the past and today. He selects one photo from the 
past and take the same photo with the same angel 
and perspective of today. The first edition of the 
series was published as a book in 2018. In this year's 
festival, he presents an extension of his photo series 
showing changes in Alawi Square, Al Koshla Street, 
Al Rasheed Street, Al Khilani Square, Al Tahrir
Square and Al Kahramane Square. Each of the six 
photo pairs are presented with a description giving 
background information.

8. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Iraqi Artists Syndicate, 2022



BAGHDAD WALK IN BERLIN
Group Exhibition
23.06.-26.06.2022
Salon am Moritzplatz, Berlin

BAGHDAD WALK is an annual group exhibitions series
which takes place in public spaces across the city of
Baghdad, since 2018.

The exhibition BAGHDAD WALK IN BERLIN revealed
how the participating artists developed artistic
strategies and narratives in Baghdad’s public space
and presented selected works from the last four
editions. The exhibition showcased the book “1000
STORIES AND A STORY” and “NATOR” by Hussain
Muttar

Poster of the project NATOR
2022
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ANKAA
Ceramics on palm leaves
2021

'Ankaa' is the Arabic word for firebird, which is a mythical 
Arabian creature that resembles a bird that rises from ashes 
of the desert and once disappeared in the horizon of the 
sunset. The work ANKAA shows ceramic pieces collected 
from the dome of Al Haj Bunnia Mosque, which is currently 
under reconstruction. Al Haj Bunnia Mosque was designed 
by the Iraqi pioneer architect Kahtan Al Madfaai and built 
in 1970. In 2021 the mosque is being renovated and the 
traditional ceramics of the dome got removed. 

Hussain Muttar collected parts of the 51 years old ceramics 
in order to save Iraqi cultural heritage. He presented his 
collection on a carpet made out of branches of palm trees, 
which stands for another symbol of Iraqi cultural heritage 
rooted back in the Sumerian era. The carpet was placed in 
the lake showing Al Haj Bunnia Mosque in the horizon. Like 
the firebird which rises from ashes to disappear in the 
horizon, ANKAA rises from trash to swim back to its origin 
in the horizon.

7. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Al Zawraa Park, 2021
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JAFFAR & MAAMOUN
Short Novel
Release
2021

JAFFAAR & MAAMOUN is a short novel by Hussain 
Muttar telling the story of four friends: Jaffar and 
Maamoun, Eva and Maryam. The four were born in 1998 
in the neighbourhood of Sheikh Marouf in Al Karkh
(western part of Baghdad). The four friends try to simply 
play soccer in their usual streets in their neighbourhood. 
But what stands in their way of doing so are their families, 
the residents and certain lobby groups. By using the 
boardgame Tawli, they undergo together a journey 
throughout the history of Iraq to discover similarities to 
their present situation.

Will the four be able to overcome borders and play 
soccer? Or will they look somewhere else far from their 
neighbourhood and Baghdad? How will the four use the 
board game "Tawli" to their advantage in their mission?

7. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Al Zawraa Park, 2021
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ORBIT
Photographs
2021

“The focal point of your sight, or the focal point 
of attention, is always at the center and we orbit 
around it, for that reason the center should be 
always very special.” – Hussain Muttar

ORBIT by Hussain Muttar is a photo series which 
captures the dome of the train station at a 360°
angle. For the artist, the dome should be the 
centre of attention to the viewer. Can the viewer 
see the dome of all 360 degrees? Did the 
architect succeed in making the center of the 
building work to its cause?

4. BAGHDAD WALK, Baghdad International Train Station, 2021
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NATOR
Series of postcards
2020

NATOR is a postcard with a landscape photo by Hussain 
Muttar showing the horizon of one of Haifa Streets 
residential building complex, which was part of the Haifa 
Development Plan constructed between 1981 and 1985. In 
a limited edition of 30, he presented different messages to 
visitors on the back of each postcard.

3. BAGHDAD WALK, Haifa Street, 2020
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MUALAKA
Booklet, research project
2020

MUALAKA is a research project by Hussain Muttar
introducing the Haifa Street Development Plan, which was 
built from 1981 to 1985 and commissioned by Amanat Al 
Assima, Baghdad‘s municipal administration. He presented 
a poster introducing the Haifa Development Plan in its eight 
phases. An accompanying booklet includes materials 
published by Amanat Al Assima in 1985, describing the six 
completed phases of the project with site plans, colour
photographs, and programme details, as well as a 
pamphlet outlining the preliminary design strategies and 
planning approach to the comprehensive redevelopment of 
the Al Karkh neighbourhood, prepared by Alousi
Associates Technical Studies.

3. BAGHDAD WALK, Haifa Street, 2020
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CHARAKCHI
Intervention, hanging posters
2019

Two posters were installed on the Al Jumhuriya
Pedestrian Bridge. They blended in with the usual 
advertisements and political poster campaigns. 
One of the posters was an image taken from a 
newspaper archive depicting an Iraqi listening to a 
transistor radio on the Al Jumhuriya Pedestrian 
Bridge. It dates back to around 2003, when the 
medium wave was used for US propaganda radio 
broadcasting in Iraq, and Iraqi radio stations like 
Radio Tikrit were a CIA source of ‘black 
propaganda’, which disseminated pro-American 
information but were supposedly supporters of 
Saddam Hussein. The other poster was very similar, 
showing a present-day Iraqi checking the latest 
news on his Twitter account.

2. BAGHDAD WALK, Shorja Market, 2019



CHARAKCHI
Intervention, hanging posters
2019

The title of the public intervention by Hussain 
Muttar is Charakchi, an old Baghdadi word of 
Turkish origin that means ‘night guard’. The night 
guard used to walk in the small alleys dragging his 
rifle along, making a ‘charkh’ sound as it scratched 
the ground. The sound made people feel safe, 
knowing the guard was on duty. The charakchi has 
always been part of the neighbourhood and known 
by the people. But what happens if one can’t be 
sure who he is?

Everything changes when the night guard is 
thousands of miles away, if you can’t even see or 
talk to him, if it is something you can’t even 
mention, if you don’t end you sentence with ‘god 
bless him’. Is it time to leave the radio and the 
mobile phone, the propaganda and fake news, 
and to pull the curtain that separates us from the 
ones who pretend to be the charakchi, once and 
for all?

2. BAGHDAD WALK, Shorja Market, 2019
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POSTCARDS FROM BAGHDAD
Booklet
Collaboration with the German Vincent Haiges
2019

POSTCARDS FROM BAGHDAD is a photo-booklet, 
where the German photographer Vincent Haiges
portrayed people in six places in Baghdad as 
postcards, which were neglected and forgotten. 
The Iraqi Hussain Muttar, ambitious to cityscape 
photography, took from each of these places a 
cityscape photograph and add a description about 
the place.

5. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Abu Nawas Theater, 2019
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AAKD
Arch sculpture
2019

„Our MAHALA (Arabic word for neighbourhood) 
owns an a‘akd. Everything in it is from our remains. 
Its colour refers by the differences of our tongues 
and origins. The future somehow hides behind and 
sees in us hope and pain.“ Hussain Muttar

Hussain Muttar presented a self-build arch in 
TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival 2019. 
It is part of his researches about the architectural 
feature of arches and how they were built in the 
past.

5. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Abu Nawas Theater, 2019
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1000 STORIES AND A STORY
Booklet
2018

Hussain Muttar’s photo collection “1000 STORIES AND A STORY” 
shows 10 and 1 comparisons of architectural landscapes and sights in 
Baghdad as a contrasting juxtaposition of the past and today. He 
selected one photo from the past and took the same photo with 
almost the same angles and perspective from today. 

First presented at TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival 2018 
he hung in a second step 20 big-size printings on the facade of 20 
buildings in Al Rasheed Street, on the occasion of BAGHDAD WALK, 
a group exhibition in public space.

Hussain Muttar, ambitious to architecture, demonstrates with his 
photo collection the interaction of humans and architecture.
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1000 STORIES AND A STORY
Intervention, hanging poster
2018

1. BAGHDAD WALK, Al Rasheed Street, 2018

The photo collection 1000 STORIES AND A STORY 
shows 10 comparisons of architectural landscapes and 
sights in Baghdad as a contrasting juxtaposition of the 
past and today. He selected one photo from the past and 
took a photo from the same location with almost the 
same angle and perspective. 

First presented at TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts 
Festival 2018 he hung in a second step 20 big-size 
printings on the storefront of 20 buildings in Al Rasheed 
Street from Zinek Bridge until Midan Square. Hussain 
Muttar, ambitious to architecture, demonstrates with his 
photo collection the interaction of humans and 
architecture. 
For BAGHDAD WALK he chose specifically Al Rasheed 
Street to underline, how architecturally and historically 
valuable treasures dwindle away through human missuse. 
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1000 STORIES AND A STORY
Photo-Installation
2018

3. TARKIB Baghdad Contemporary Arts Festival, Bait Tarkib, 2018

Baghdad, the city of thousand night and a night is also 
the city of thousand arches and an arch. Since more than 
thousand years ago and until these days, the 
Baghdadian architecture represents the jewel of the east.

Hussain Muttar‘s photo-installation shows a collection of 
architectural landscapes and sights as a contrasting 
juxtaposition of the past and today.
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o.T.
Photograph
2017

COLLECTIVE TASK BAGHDAD 2017 @ BAIT TARKIB

In 2017, German artist Klaus Killisch and US poet Robert 
Fitterman - both founding members of the art collective 
Collective Task - collaborated with about a dozen of Iraqi 
artists. The artists from Baghdad chose the task: MAKE 
MUSIC WITH YOUR OWN TOOLS! As is the guideline with 
Collective Task, they had one month to complete their 
responds.


